Supervisor Romaine, Councilman LaValle and Highway Superintendent Losquadro Join FEMA, State and County Officials to Inspect Flooding Damage in Brookhaven Town
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Farmingville, NY - Recently, Supervisor Ed Romaine, Councilman Kevin LaValle and Superintendent of Highways Dan Losquadro met with officials from FEMA, New York State and Suffolk County to inspect flood related damage throughout the Town. Brookhaven Town personnel are continuing to visit affected areas to assist residents and identify structural hazards and other potential dangers caused by the flooding. Residents who feel that their homes may have sustained structural damage should call 451-TOWN (8696). An inspector will visit their home to assess any significant damage that may have occurred and to determine whether it is safe to occupy.

Pictured left to right with Supervisor Romaine (kneeling) at a large sinkhole in a yard on Cobblestone Court in Centereach are Ryan Murphy from Suffolk County Fire, Rescue and Emergency Services, Susan Fischer from NYS Division of Homeland Security and Emergency Services, Gilbert Joseph from FEMA, Councilman LaValle, Joseph Koferl from NYS Division of Homeland Security and Emergency Services and Superintendent of Highways Losquadro.
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